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Hebrews 5:11-6:3 
DDaannggeerr  ooff  DDuullllnneessss    SSuunn,,  JJaann  2277tthh  22000088  

 
 

In Christ, there are treasures beyond your wildest dreams  

For I want you to know how great a struggle I have on your behalf …that your hearts may be 

encouraged, having been knit together in love, and attaining to all the wealth that comes 

from the full assurance of understanding, resulting in a true knowledge of God’s mystery, 

that is, Christ Himself, in whom are hidden all the treasures of wisdom and knowledge. (Col 

2:1-3, NASB) 

 

Wow…want you to think about that for a moment – all the treasures…picture it 

 None of you have attained, discovered all that is Christ 

 Some – are not saved.  Before you is treasure.  Remember when I was 

saved- wild, wonderful.  All I had ever wanted, longed for…found 

 Some – new Christians.  Want to tell you there is so much more 

 Some – mature Christians – yet, there is still more 

 

Love first part of v.11 – of whom we have so much to say 

 So much more to unfold, to see and discover in Christ 

 

Problem – then and now – Hard to explain 

 Not because it is too deep, too impossible 

 Real problem then…and now….is hearts have grown dull 

 

Problem of Dullness, problem of dull hearts – is what we want talk about today 

 In our passage, we will see seven things that show us what this is 

 We will see what it is, the danger and how to avoid and be rescued from 
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1. Enough time has elapsed that they should be in a different place 

a. They should be impacting others--- more on in a moment 

2. Idea is – it is normal, natural to grow – we should 

3. Babies are great 

a. Have several in the church right now – so much fun 

b. A baby, doing baby things – is fantastic – beautiful 

i) Untaught language, squiggling, cooing, bottles and diapers  

4. But if you have a 20 year old that is still a baby in physical, mental maturity 

a. It is no longer cute – no, it is tragic, something is wrong 

b. Having a 20 year old still cooing, bottles, diapers…yuck  

  
1. This is important – especially with my last illustration 

a. The dullness spoken here is intentional – not a deformity  

b. Are times when you do have a 20 year old baby – because of disease 

c. That is not tragic, in the same way – nothing can do about it 

d. Not something you rebuke the person for 

2. Bu the word for Dull here – has the idea of lazy, slothful 

a. Not that they cannot grow up…but that won’t – lazy 

b. Will end with a call to grow…because they can  

c. Only thing holding them back is themselves  

3. Suppose we could and should add this – Spiritual growth is not automatic 

a. Yes, it is to be normal – but does not happen on its own 

b. Is why you can have a Christian who has been one for 20 years and 

immature, but can have one who has been one for 5 years – mature  

c. Reminded of a story of a school where picking a new Vice Principle from staff 

i) Principle ended up selecting a teacher who had ten years experience 

ii) Another teacher, who had 25 years tenure, came in upset, saying she had 25 years 

and this guy ten, that she should have been chosen 

iii) Principle explained that she had five years of experience, 20 times over. Stopped 

maturing and growing after 5 years. 

iv) Sadly – good picture of what happens in some spiritual lives   

v) Like they are still in elementary school – never graduating beyond  
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1. Notice – they are in need of the first principles, the basics 

a. It is where are spiritually – still struggling with the basics –needing taught 

2. Chapter 6:1-3 – goes into this more – Elementary Christianity – lets discuss 

a. First – is disagreement among good teachers 

i) Some see this as basics of Judaism, going back, not saved 

ii) But seems to me – says basics, elementary stages of Christianity    

b. Further….is great debate over what these 6 things are 

i) Are 6 – but really 3 – there couplets of thoughts 

ii) The first and last two are the easiest – begin with those 

c. Basics of Salvation 

i) Repentance from dead works – trying, can’t – give up 

ii) Faith towards God – saved by faith – in God 

d. Basics of Eternity  

i) Resurrection from the dead – life forever, in heaven for us 

ii) Eternal Judgment for those who are unsaved 

e. Basics of teaching how to live Christian life 

A. Baptisms – what is this? Baptisms of water? Spirit? often deeper things 

B. Better translated cleansings.  I put to you that this is the basics of 

living the Christian life – washed by Word, putting off sin 

ii) Laying on of hands? – What is this? Fullness of Spirit, Leaders? – deep 

A. Laying on hands – identifying, grasping, taking hold of 

B. Put to you that this is idea of laying a hold of life in Christ – putting on 

f. Key is to understand – these are the basics of Christianity, foundation 

i) These are things the Dull still don’t understand – still wrestling with 

ii) Scary thing, in our day and age – these almost look like the “meat”  

g. Don’t misunderstand – we don’t leave these behind as we grow 

i) Continue to talk about – as says in v.3 

ii) More – these are the foundation that rest is built on 

A. Growing in knowing our weakness – dead works 

B. Growing in faith – trusting more, leaning more 

C. Growing in cleansing – knowing His holiness more 

D. Growing in laying on hands – applying, going deeper 

E. Growing in understanding of eternity 

F. Growing in understanding of His justice  

h. Again…for the dull – they are still stuck in this elementary stage 
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  ((PPrreeppoosssseesssseedd  ffoooodd))    

1. Note the idea – partakes only of milk 

a. Picture I want to give you here – is of preprocessed food 

b. That is what milk is – for a baby that cannot break it down on their own 

2. One of the marks of a dull Christian – all their spiritual nourishment off of others 

a. Live from Sunday to Sunday on the sermon given.  If read something in 

between, is a devotional that someone else wrote – unable to get on own 

3. Don’t misunderstand – we need teaching, will never outgrow 

a. Picture of the body of Christ – need one another 

b. Not ever to outgrow need for church, pastors and teachers – God gives to 

us through them and their gifts 

c. Yet…that is not to be our only nourishment.  Often we get meat from them 

to dig into later 

  
1. Have no ability to get into the word on their own  

a. Or even, no desire to, no practice of 

2. These don’t study the Bible on their own 

a. They idea is eating meat. Preparing, cutting up, chewing, processing 

b. Picture is of how we are to be partaking of this book  

3. These don’t apply the Bible to their lives 

a. Here is the idea of “reason of use” – applying into their lives 

b. It is one of the great tragedies of the dull Christian.  knows, doesn’t do 

c. If have time, share picture of James – mirror  

4. These don’t have discernment from the Bible   

a. Not grown through the word, therefore open to bad and good  

b. Applies to life – what to do.  But also applies to thoughts 

c. Discernment – picture it like a lens to view through – make clear  
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1. Go back to first verse, v.12 

2. States that they should be teaching others by now 

a. Want you to see that this is God’s aim in our lives 

b. We are all to be teachers 

c. Yes, is a gift of teaching.  But all of the gifts are a major of what every 

Christian is to minor in (giving, mercy, etc) 

3. Said simply – mature Christians reproduce, impact others 

a. Old saying “Healthy sheep reproduce” If not reproducing, not healthy  

VVIIII..  CCoonnssiiddeerr  CCoonnttrraasstt  ––  MMaattuurree  CChhrriissttiiaann  
1. Natural growth 

a. Understand – God’s intention is natural growth, progress 

b. Saw last week in Isa – Precept upon Precept, slow, sure, progress 

c. God does not expect you to be a super scholar by tomorrow. But to grow, 

naturally, to make progress. 

2. Intentional growth 

a. Won’t grow, unless intentionally seek to.  

b. Thus the call – lets go on! – In one sense the main call today – don’t be lazy 

c. Paul spoke of in Phil 3:12-16 

3. Digging past, building on basics 

a. Grow, understand the basics of Christ. God deeper, build upon 

4. Don’t just partake of second hand food – go after word Yourself 

a. Happens in quiet times 

b. Happens from sermons – take home and chew on 

5. Be Skilled in the Word 

a. Be a student – do it 

b. Apply it – ask the Lord to show you things, apply it constantly  

c. Become discerning, looking with Biblical glasses 

6. Reproduce – disciple others  

a. Made to pass this on…part of why you are hear.  Fulfill that 
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Conclusion 
 

 

Consider the contrast – dull vs. mature 

 In one sense – evaluate where you are 

 

Want to say this – I am a very blessed pastor 

 I realize some struggle with dullness, in and out 

 Come for others, legal…or growing 

 But I have some many – who are hungry, pursuing 

 We study the Bible…for almost an hour, and on Wednesday 

 But so many – go deeper, chew on own, getting more 

 Some are active in passing on – bringing others, sharing with others  

 

God lays this out as a value system – not to discourage – but to encourage 

 Draw you back to where I began in Col 2:1-3 

 I long for you to have all the riches in Christ, to see it – know it  

 

 


